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REPORT NO. 795

THE NACA 11’vJl?ACT BASIN AND WATER LANDING TESTS OF A FLOAT MODEL AT VARIOUS
VELOCITIES AND WEIGHTS

By SIDNEY A. BATPRRSON

SUMMARY

The jir8t data obi!uimxiin the Un&ed&a.t++under the con-
trolko?tating conddiom necewa~.for ixtub’hhing rei?@hn$hip8
among the numerw pararndns involoed when a jloat hating
bothhorizonia+?and verticalue.1.ocitycontuc&a waier .swjace are
presented. The @ were obtuinedat the NACA impact basin.
The report is conjhed to a prewntation oj ti re.?mhkwhip
between rmultam?velocity and impact normal accekraiion -for
cat-iouajfoat weights when d oti paramder8 are condant.
Analy8i.8oj the arperimerdalrmuh jndicuikdW themaximum
impact mmnuducekration Wu3proportional to tk 8quareof the
muh!ant oeloc%y, W increu3e8in j?oai weight resulted in de-
crea3e9in th8maximumimpact n.omnalacceleration,and th.aian
increme in thej%ght-ptih angle caud increwed impact normu.1
aezelerd.on.

INTRODUCTION

Until the present time, ahnost all experimental work
mhtted to loads on seaplanes landing on water has consisted
of full-scale landing tests. Attempts to use results of these
full-scale. tests ti establish relationships among the various
impact parameters have not been very successful for two
reasons: (1) A prearranged test program involving the isola-
tion of selected parameters could not. be carried out since the
values for a number of the variables were a function of
piloting technique, and the natural conditions of the wind
and the sea were not controllable during the teat; and (2) the
available. instruments proved inadequate to supply sufli-
ciontly accurate results.

In order to overcome the disadvantages of full-scale twt-
ing, an impact bnsin in which float models could be testid
under controlled conditions WW6constructed -at the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory at Langley Field, Va.
The fir% data obta.med in the NACA impact basin, which are
contained in the present report, may be used with the results
of subsequent investigations to establish basic relationships
among the impact paramete=. bgical interpretation of
results of flight tests investigating conditiom beyond the
scope of the NACA impact basin will then be possible.

The present tests am confined to establishing a relationship
between resukant velocity and impact normal acceleration
for seaplanw of various weights. The .wlution of the

problem of determining landing loads must follow further in-
vestigations under controlled conditions in order to isolate
the effects of a number of other parameters such as flight-path
angle, dead rise, hull shape, and trim
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SYMBOLS

rqndtant velocity of float, feet per second
horizontal velocity component of float, feet per second
vertical velocity component of float, feet per second
acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/seca)
flight-path angle, degrees (see fig. 1)

float trim, degrees
impact acceleration normal to water surface, g

DESCRIPTION OF+ APPARATUS

m.oAT MODEL AND kii$A~WPACT BASIN

$$
The modeI consisted of a fl’’~~cli%igned to conform to

exceptionally high strength re< @merits. Care was mer-
$cised during the design and, titructiori of this model to
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obtain a reasonably mnooth bottom. Tho sheehmetal skin
and most of the structural me.mbe= were made of dural in
order to obtain the minimum weight conforming to the
load specifications. The weight of the model was 407
pounds; however, provisions were included whereby 2000
pounds of additionsJ weight could be bolted onto the sides
in increments of 25 pounds. The lines and pertinent dimen-
sions of the float model are shown in figure 2. A feature of
these lines is the absence of all chine flare.

The NACA impact basin is essentially a concrete tank 360
feet long, 24 feet wide, and 11 feet deep with a normal water
depth of 8 feet. Heavy builkup steel rails are suspondcd
along the entire length of the “tik with the exception of tb
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FIGURE 2-Linen of fkat modeltes&d fn h’ACA Impwt W.

last 40 feet, which is to be ocoupied by a wave maker. The
rails and a portion of the tank are shown in figure 3. The
upper, lower, and inner surfaces of each rail were ground
straight and parallel within a toleranoe of 0.002 inch and the
same tolerance was held during installation in locating the
rails with respect to each other and to the -water surface.

A main carriage embodying a drop linkage to which the
model is fastened travels down the tank on the rails. Figure 4

@mmE 3.-Trek fmdraflsofh’AOA imm lmdn.

shows the general arrangement of the oarriage with many
of the secondary members omitted for clearness. The
basic carriage structure consists of chrome-molybdenum
steel tubing (fig. 5); the total weight, without model and
instruments but including the drop linkage, is approximately
5000 pounds. It may be noted that both lower and upper
wheels are provided. The upper wheels are arranged in
sets of two and located in trucks which swivel in a vertical
plane parallel to the longitudinal carriage center line so that
the load is equalized between-the two wheels. Solid-rubber
instead of pneumatic tires are used to reduce to a minimum
deflections under load. Before installation, the outside
diameter of each wheel was ground concentric to the ade

bearing and then balanoed. The lower wheels may be
jacked up against the lower surface of the rails until both
upper and lower wheels exert a predetermined pressure on
the rails. Oscillations transmitted to the oarriage are
limited by this arrangement to very small amplitudes rmd
therefore have little disturbing effect upon the actual drop
procees and the instruments. Lateral restraint is provided
by four side wheels bearing upon the inner rail surfaces.

The drop linkage consists of the boom and the upper and
lower linkbara, which are pivoted at both ends, and with the
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boom form a parallelogrmn type of linkage (fig. 4). The
model was fastened rigidly to the lower boom fitting by
means of bolts through three lugs built into the float (figs.
6 and 7). By this attachment, the float ma restrained in
all directions with respect to the boom but had freedom in
the vertioal direction since it was attached to the parallelo-
gram linkage. The lower boom fitting providea a means for
setting the float at various trims and angles of yrnv. Tho
float may be dropped from any height up to 4 feet, depend-
ing upon the vertical veloci~ component desired, by eng~ging
the corresponding raok tooth with a latch on the carriage.
This latch is released by means of a trip cam located at tho
proper point along one rail. Releasing the latch allows tlm
boom and the float to drop freely except for the restraint
imposed by the upper and lower linkbars, which keep tlm
boom vertical M the float drops. The motion imparted to
the model is not perpendicular to the water surface during

FI13UEE6.–Frant VbW of cmfwe InNAOA lmwt huh.
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a largo part of the drop. Since the immersion occurs when
the linkbars me practically level, however, any horizontal
component contributed by the linkage arrangement is at a
minimum during impact and is negligible. The dropping
weight may be varied by the addition of lead bars fitted
mound the boom and bolted together as shown in figure 6.
The total weight of the boom and linkbars alone, and hence
the minimum dropping weight, is 700 pounds.

In order to simulate wing lift, an air-cylinder and piston
mmngoment that can apply any desired lift on the model
up to 2400 pounds is incorporated in the carriage. This
mcclmniam is referred to as the “buoyancy engine.” The
lift is applied to the model by so connecting the boom and
the piston of the buoyancy engine with a cable and sheave
system that the piston is forced to travel against the air
pressure in the cylinder as the float drops. The amount of
lift exerted on the model depends upon the initial air pres-
sure supplied to the cylinder before each run. Tb e rod
running upward at an angle from the bottom rear point of
the boom (fig. 6) is the lower-end comection of the cable
system, With this arrangement the application of the lift
may be withheld throughout the downward travel of the
boom until just before the float contacts the water. The
float is thus allowed to attain the desired vertical velocity
component.

The carriage has no self-contained drive but any desired
horizontal velocib up to 110 feet per second maybe attained
by means of a catapulting system. The catapult iS of the
type used by the Navy on shipboaxd for launching service
planes and accelerates the carriage to the desired speed in a
distance of 60 feet. The drop linkage is released at such a
point that the impact Occ-ars approximately 100 feet from the
point at which the catapult stroke ends. This procedure
tdlows a period during which most of the irregularitiw and
oscillations inherent in the catapult run are damped out.
Following the impact, the carriage run is terminated by a
NrLvy arresting gear capable of dkipating the total kinetic
energy of the carriage in less than 100 feet.
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INSTRUMENTATION

The operation of the horizontal-velocity recorder is cle-
pendent upon l-inch strips of thin metal, referred to ns
“interrupted,” that protrude about 4 inches below the lower
inside corner of one rail at l-foot intervals throughout the
length of the tank. These interrupters may be seen on the
left rail in @n-e 8. A photoelectric cell is located on the
carriage in such a manner that each interrupter causes a
break in the photoelectric-cell circuit as the carriage travels
down the tank. The current is then fed to a high-frequency
galvanometers element of a recording oscillograph in which a
shift occurs in the record line each time the photoelectric-
cell circuit is opened by an interrupter. In addition, the

.
oscillograph record contains &-second timing lines. Inns-

much as the carriage is traveling at practically constant
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velocity between the end of the catapult stroke and the im-
pact, this velocity can be determined by dividing the number
of interrupts prw+ed during this interval by the time.

The displacement of the boom and its velocity in the
vertical direction are &o recorded by the oscillogmph. The
displacement is recorded by a galvanometers element, which
deflects in proportion to the amount of current that flows
through a piece of resistanm wire. The effective length of
this wire is varied with the position of the boom by completing
the circuit through a sliding contact. The displwement of
this contact along the wire follows the boom travel. The
same apparatus is used in the determination of the vertical
velocity component. In order to determine the vertical
velocity component, however, the current derived ihm the
slide wire is directed into several high-capacity condensers
and thus electricrdly differentiated. The galvanometers
element records this change in current, which is a function
of the boom vertical velocity. The veloci~ is then derived
from the recorded change in current by reference ta a suitable,
calibration curve.

The impact nornd accderations were initially deter-
mined with an accelerometer that recorded the flexure of a
oantiIever vane as measured by a strain gage. The fre-
quency of the ac.derometer was 12.5 cycles per second.
An amplifying system was required, however, to adapt the
accelerometer to the oscillograph that recorded the other
values. Since amplifying equipment was not available in
time for the tests, a special recorder was necessary for this
particular instrument. The records obtained during the
first part of the test showed that extraneous vibrations were
disturbing the galvanometers element which recorded the
impact accelerations. An micrometer that recorded the
angular disphwement of an unbalanced galvanometers was
therefore substituted for the rest of the test. This instru-
ment had a self-contained optical recording system, had a
frequency of 10.5 cycles per second, and was apparently
undis~~bed by extraneous vibrations. The damping was
between five+nths and six-tenths of the critioal damping.
The i&trument was enclosed in a box and mounted rigidly
on the boom between the front and rear float fittings. The
mounting may be seen in figures 6 and 7.

TEST PROCEDURE

The data presented herein were obtained during the
initial calibration runs at the NACA impact basin. The
test program thus depended upon the calibration require-
ments, which necessitated runs at varying weights and
landing velocities. A test program w-as therefore formu-
lated that consisted of a systematic series of runs from which
the variation of maximum normal acceleration was obtained
as a function of resultant velocity and float weight with all
other parameters constant.

The model was tested at dropping weights of 1100, 1500,
1950, and 2400 pounds. A complete series of runs was
made for each weight, with horizontal velocities covering an
approximate range from 35 to 95 feet per second. An
attempt was made to maintain throughout the test a con-

stant ratio of vertical velocity oomponent V, to horizontal
velocity component Vh. The value of Vr/vh is designntod
tan Y, where -Yis the flight-path angle. The value of tan y
was selected as 0.125 for the present tests. In ordor to chock
the effect of an increased flight-path angle, four mlditional
runs in which tan y was approximately 0.200 were mado for
the dropping weight of 1100 pounds. The trim was 3° and
the angle of yaw WM 0° throughout each series. During the
impact process, a lift equal to the dropping weight in each
case was exerted on the float by means of the buoyan~
engine. The normal accelerations were recorded and the
maximum value was noted for each run.

PRECISION

The apparatus used in the present tests gives measurements
that are believed correct within the following limits:
Horizontal velocity, feetper second --------------- --------- +0,5

Vertidvelocity, f*t~r=@nd --------------------------- +0.2

Ac@lemtion, ~mnt ------------------------------------- +5

The strain-gage accelerometer was used throughout the
series in which the dropping weight was 1600 pounds but
was replaced by the galwmometer accelerometer for the
other tb.ree series of tests. The accuracy of + 6 porcont for
acceleration mwurements refers to the galvanometcr
accelerometer. This accuracy represents the extmmo limits
of error possible throughout the range of applied load fre-
quencies from the static to the natural frequency of tlm
accelerometer and is based upon observations of a froquency-
response curve derived experimentally for the instrument.
Inasmuch as the test results showed no marked decrease
in acceleration values at high-frequency loads, it was con-
cluded that the rmtural frequency of the accelmomotcr was
not exceeded.

In the lower velocity ianges, the attempt to mnintnin
constant fligh&path angle was not very successful, becwso
no calibration data were available and the horizontal velocity
components had to be estimated. In addition, cloviations
occurred between the vertical velocity components oxpectml
fim drop calibrations made with the carriage at rest and
the vertical velocity components obtained during the test
runs. The magnitude of these deviations decreased lCSS
rapidly than the corresponding vertical velocity components
and therefore decreased the accuracy of the flight-path wngle
less at high than at low velocities. .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of each series of tests for dropping weights of
1100, 1500, 1950, and 2400 pounds are shown as loga-
rithmic plots in figures 9 to 12, respectively. The impact
normal accelerations in g units are derived from the ac-
celerometer record. hms.much w the buoyancy ongino
contributed a force equal to the dropping weight, lg was
subtracted siom the values obtained from the accelercmetor
record to isolate the force resulting from the impact. The
results of the four runs for which tan -Ywas approsinmtely
0.200 are plotted in figure 9, which clearly indicates thnt an
increase in the flight-path angle increased the normal
acceleration.
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The shortdash lines in figures 9 to 12 have slopes that
represent the proportion

nfuv

and prms through the experimental points that correspond
to tan -yc 0.125 as determined from figure 13, which shows
the variation in flight-path angle with resultant velocity
for the four dropping weights. By referring the faired
experimental curve of figure 9 for tan ~ =0.125 to figure 13 (a),
the maximum normal acderation can be observed to
be directly proportiomd to V when the flight-path angle
remains constnnt. Below 72 feet per second, however, this
proportion no longer holds and the maximum normal ac-
celerations show n larger increase with redtant velocity
than is indicated by the line for ni rx V. This trend is ex-
pected in order to be consistent with the four points of figure 9
that were obtained at tan ~-o.200. This analysis can be
applied to figures 10 and 12 and figures 13(b) and 13(d),
respectively, although the range in which the ilighbpath
angle remains constant and the amount by -which tan Y
varies differ somewhat in iigures 13(b) and 13(d). By
applying this analysis to figura 13(c), it would be expected
that the values of maximum normal acceleration and
resultant velocity that correspond to values of V from 76
feet per second (the point at which tan ~= 0.125) to the
masimum velocity would show some proportion other than
P since the line representing tan Y has a definite slope within
this range of V, that is, at 076 feet per second, the values
of maximum normal acceleration should lie below- the curve
for w a P whereas, at V<76 feet per second, the values of
maximum normal acceleration shouki lie above the curve
for nt M Tn. Figure 11 shows that such is the case. The
dashed line for ni a V is determined by the three points in
figure 13(c) at which tan 7=0.125. It thus appems that,
provided the @gh&path angle is constant, the maximum
normal accelerations resulting from the water landing im-
pacts vmy directly as the square of the resultant velocities.
This conclusion agrees with the Newtonian or In law of
fluid resistance since the Reynolds number was very large.
The slope of the line through the points for tan 7=0.200 in
figure 9 cannot be relied upon as indicative of the true
trend since only four points were obtained and the range
of 7 was approxirqately 10 percent.

The dashed lines of figures 9 to 12 are replotted in figure 14,
which therefore presen~ the experimental variation of
maximum impact normal acceleration with resultant veloc-
ity for various dropping weights with all other parameters
constant. It may be noted that the mtium normal
acceleration decreases as the weight increase-s. The curve
representing a weight of 1500 pounds shifted, as WrLSmen-
tioned previously, because the galvanometir element that
recorded the acceleration for this series of tests was out of
balance. Extraneous vibrations were therefore superim-
posed upon the accelerometer record and accelerations greater
than the actual impact accelerations were consequently
recorded. No attempt was made to evaluate the decrease
in maximum normal acceleration that resulted from the
increase in weight since the data appeared inadequate for
this purpose.
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CONCLUSIONS

Results of tests in the NACA impact basin of the variation
with resultant velocity and weight of the normal acceleration
resulting from landings of seaplanes on water indicated tie
following conclusion:

1. The maximum impact normal acceleration was propor-
tional to the square of the resultant velocity in accordance
with the V law of fluid resistance.

2. The maximum impact normal acceleration decreased

w the weight incretwed provided all other conditions re-
mained constant.

3. An increase in matium impact normal acceleration
accompanied an increase in @h&path angle provided all
other conditions remained constant.

LANGLEY AIELIORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

ATATIONAL &3VR30RY co~ EE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY l?IELD, VA., Juu 2, 19&.


